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Abstract
This paper considers robust controllability for uncertain linear descriptor systems with
structured perturbations. Necessary and sufficient conditions based on the -analysis are ob-
tained by transforming the problem into checking the nonsingularity of a class of uncertain
matrices. Also a tight bound is obtained in terms of  for keeping the closed-loop system
regular, impulse-free and stable under a preconstructed static output feedback. An example is
given to illustrate the results. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Descriptor systems are different from normal systems, where not only exponential
modes but also impulsive modes may be involved. Consider the following linear
continuous-time descriptor system
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E Px.t/ D Ax.t/C Bu.t/; (1)
y.t/ D Cx.t/;
where E;A 2 Rnn, B 2 Rnm, rank E D r 6 n. If det.E − A/ 6D 0 for
some  2 C, then it is called regular , in which case the existence and uniqueness
of the solution of the system will be guaranteed. If deg det.sE − A/ D rank E,
then it is called impulse-f ree. Otherwise, it will possess impulsive modes, which
are undesired in system control. If all the eigenvalues of det.sE − A/ lie in the
open left-half complex plane, then it is termed stable. The problem of controllab-
ility and/or observability has been well studied [1,4,5,19,21,23]. There are several
controllability concepts with different meanings. (See the above references for their
definitions.) It is known that we can construct a state feedback u D Kx.t/ such that
the closed-loop system .E;AC BK/ is impulse-free provided it is impulse control-
lable (I-controllable) [19,23]. If it is R-controllable [21], then we can arbitrarily
assign the finite eigenvalues. The strong controllability (S-controllability) [19] is
both I-controllability and R-controllability. System (1) is called complete control-
lable (C-controllable) [4,21] if for any t1 > 0, x.0/ 2 Rn and w 2 Rn, there exists a
control input u.t/ such that x.t1/ D w. That is, for any initial condition x.0/ 2 Rn,
there always exists a control input such that the state response starting from x.0/
at t D 0 arrives at any prescribed position in Rn in any given time period. We see
that the C-controllability is a direct generalization of the controllability concept in
the normal case. The observability concepts are dual to those of the corresponding
controllability ones.
However, the robust controllability (observability) problem is seldom touched for
uncertain descriptor systems. In [13], the authors studied the controllability of system
.E;A;B/ with A being an interval matrix and presented a method for checking the
various robust controllabilities. In recent years, some efforts have been devoted to the
stability robustness of uncertain descriptor systems. Qiu et al. [15] and Byers et al.
[3] considered the unstructured perturbed system .E;ACD/ and derived procedures
for calculating the stability radius. Lin et al. [12] dealt with a more general case
when the unstructured uncertainty is of the form MDN , where M and N are known
structured matrices. However, for the case of real perturbations, only lower bounds
can be obtained. Fang et al. [7] studied the problem for the structured perturbation
jDjm < H , where j  jm denotes modulus matrix and H is a constant nonnegative
matrix, and derived an upper bound of the scaling factor  for the considered un-
certain system to remain regular, impulse-free and stable. Lee et al. [11] gave the
maximal perturbed interval of  2 R for unidirectional perturbation case D D H .
In this paper, we consider the system of the form (1) with A, B and C being
subjected to the following kind of structured perturbations
A D A0 C
qX
iD1
iAi; (2)
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B D B0 C
qX
iD1
iBi; (3)
C D C0 C
qX
iD1
iCi; (4)
where Ai 2 Rnn, Bi 2 Rnm and Ci 2 Rln (i D 0; 1; : : : ; q), i 2 R, ji j 6 .
Here it is assumed without loss of generality that the numbers of Ai’s, Bi’s and Ci ’s
are equal. (If not the case, we can easily make them equal by adding in some zero
matrices.) It is obvious that this perturbed form is more general than those considered
in [7,11]. The purpose of this paper is to find how big  can be such that (1)–(4)
retains the required property for all ji j 6 . We first consider in Section 2 robust
I-controllability and C-controllability, and give necessary and sufficient conditions
by using the structured singular value to change the problems to the corresponding
full matrix rank problems. We will use D.M/ to denote the structured singular value
of a matrixM with respect to the set of all allowable D. (See [2,22] for the mixed -
analysis.) We see that by using our method, the matrix E can also be subjected to the
same kind of perturbations as that ofAwhen considering the robust C-controllability
and robust regularity. As for the observability, similar results can be derived by using
the dual principle. Then, in Section 3 we consider the regular, impulse-free and stable
property for the uncertain closed-loop systems under a preconstructed static output
feedback, and a tight bound is obtained in terms of . In Section 4, an illustrative
example is given. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. Robust controllability/observability
In this section, we study the robust controllability and/or observability of the
system (1)–(4).
2.1. Some basic lemmas
We list and review some facts in this section.
Lemma 2.1.1 [21]. The system .E;A/ with E;A 2 Rnn is regular if and only if
rank
26666664
E A
E A
:: :
: : :
: : : A
E A
37777775
n2n.nC1/
D n2: (5)
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Lemma 2.1.2 [5]. The system .E;A;B/ is I-controllable if and only if
rankTASE E BU D n; (6)
where SE 2 Rn.n−rank E/ is a maximum right annihilator matrix of E.
Lemma 2.1.3 [21]. The system .E;A;B/ is R-controllable if and only if
rankTsE − A BU D n (7)
holds for any finite s.
Lemma 2.1.4. The system .E;A;B/ is C-controllable if and only if any of the
following holds:
(i) [21]: .E;A;B/ is R-controllable and rankTE BU D n.
(ii) [5]:
rank
26666664
A B
E A B
:: :
: : :
: : :
: : : A B
E B
37777775
n2n.nCm−1/
D n2: (8)
2.2. Results
We first consider the robust I-controllability. Our objective is to find the maximum
scalar  > 0 such that .E;A;B/ remains I-controllable for all ji j 6  provided the
nominal one .E;A0; B0/ is I-controllable. Note that the chosen SE (the maximum
right annihilator matrix of E) may not be unique. But this obviously does not affect
our results.
Lemma 2.2.1. System (1)–(3) is I-controllable if and only if the matrix
NI ./,N0 C
qX
iD1
iNi C
qX
i;jD1
ijNij (9)
is invertible, where
N0 DM0MT0 ; Ni D MiMT0 CM0MTi ; Nij D MiMTj ;
M0 D TA0SE E B0U; Mi D TAiSE 0n Bi U; i; j D 1; : : : ; q: (10)
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Proof. From Lemma 2.1.2, for some i ’s, (1)–(3) is I-controllable iff .M0CPqiD1 i
Mi/ has full row rank, which is equivalent to the matrix 
M0 C
qX
iD1
iMi
! 
M0 C
qX
iD1
iMi
!T
DM0MT0 C
qX
iD1
i
(
MiM
T
0 CM0MTi
C qX
i;jD1
ijMiM
T
j
D NI ./ (11)
being invertible. 
Suppose .E;A0; B0/ is I-controllable which means rank M0 D n and thus
M0MT0 D N0 is invertible. Then determining the I-controllability for all ji j 6 
is equivalent to determining the robust invertibility of matrix NI for all ji j 6 .
This can be done using the way provided in [18], which gives the maximum bound
in terms of  for keeping nonsingularity of uncertain matrices with quadratically
coupled parameters. However, it involves quite large dimensional computations (the
dimension of the computed matrix is .q C 1/qn .q C 1/qn). We will see from the
proof of the next theorem that our method to solve this problem involves much smal-
ler dimensional computations (the dimension of the computed matrix is 2qn 2qn).
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose .E;A0; B0/ is I-controllable. Then system (1)–(3) is
I-controllable for all ji j 6  if and only if
 < −1D .MI /; (12)
or, equivalently,
 < −1D . OMI/; (13)
where MI and OMI are constructed as follows:
MI D
266666666666666664
N1N
−1
0 −N11 N1N−10 −N12    N1N−10 −N1q
N−10 0 N
−1
0 0    N−10 0
N2N
−1
0 −N21 N2N−10 −N22    N2N−10 −N2q
N−10 0 N
−1
0 0    N−10 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
: : :
:::
:::
NqN
−1
0 −Nq1 NqN−10 −Nq2    NqN−10 −Nqq
N−10 0 N
−1
0 0    N−10 0
377777777777777775
2 R2qn2qn;
(14)
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OMI D
26666666666666664
N−10 N1 N
−1
0 N
−1
0 N2 N
−1
0    N−10 Nq N−10
−N11 0 −N12 0    −N1q 0
N−10 N1 N
−1
0 N
−1
0 N2 N
−1
0    N−10 Nq N−10
−N21 0 −N22 0    −N2q 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
: : :
:::
:::
N−10 N1 N
−1
0 N
−1
0 N2 N
−1
0    N−10 Nq N−10
−Nq1 0 −Nq2 0    −Nqq 0
37777777777777775
2 R2qn2qn
(15)
and
D D diagf1I2n; 2I2n; : : : ; qI2ng 2 R2qn2qn: (16)
Proof. Since the nominal triple .E;A0; B0/ is I-controllable,N0 is invertible. From
Lemma 2.2.1, system (1)–(3) is I-controllable for all ji j 6  if and only if
det.NI .// 6D 0, for all ji j 6 , where NI ./ is given by (9). This is equivalent to
det
0BBBBB@N0 C
"
1I1
qX
iD1
iNi1   qI q
qX
iD1
iNiq
#2666664
N1
I
:::
Nq
I
3777775
1CCCCCA 6D 0
8ji j 6 ;
() det
0BBBBB@I C
2666664
N1
I
:::
Nq
I
3777775N−10
"
1I1
qX
iD1
iNi1   qIq
qX
iD1
iNiq
#1CCCCCA 6D 0
8ji j 6 ;
where we use the fact
det.I CXY/ D det

I X
−Y I

D det.I C YX/:
It is easy to check that the 2qn 2qn matrix .I CH/ is always invertible, where
H is of the following form:
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H D
26666666664
0 H11 0 H12    0 H1q
0 0 0 0    0 0
0 H21 0 H22    0 H2q
0 0 0 0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
: : :
:::
:::
0 Hq1 0 Hq2    0 Hqq
0 0 0 0    0 0
37777777775
8Hij 2 Rnn; i; j D 1; : : : ; q
and its inverse is .I −H/.
Hence the desired equivalency is continued to be
det
0BBBBB@I C
2666664
N1
I
:::
Nq
I
3777775N−10
"
1I; 1
qX
iD1
iNi1; : : : ; qI; q
qX
iD1
iNiq
#1CCCCCA 6D 0
8ji j 6 ;
() det
0BBBBB@I C
2666664
N1
I
:::
Nq
I
3777775N−10 T1I 0    qI 0U

0BBBBB@I C
2666664
0 1N11    0 qN1q
0 0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
0 1Nq1    0 qNqq
0 0    0 0
3777775
1CCCCCA
1CCCCCA 6D 0 8ji j 6 ;
() det
0BBBBB@
0BBBBB@I −
2666664
0 1N11    0 qN1q
0 0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
0 1Nq1    0 qNqq
0 0    0 0
3777775
1CCCCCA
C
2666664
N1
I
:::
Nq
I
3777775N−10 T1I 0    qI 0U
1CCCCCA 6D 0 8ji j 6 ;
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() det
0BBBBB@I −
2666664
0 N11    0 N1q
0 0    0 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
0 Nq1    0 Nqq
0 0    0 0
3777775D
C
2666664
N1
I
:::
Nq
I
3777775N−10 TI 0    I 0UD
1CCCCCA 6D 0 8ji j 6 ;
() det.I CMID/ 6D 0 8ji j 6 ;
()  < −1D .MI /;
where D is as in (16). This proves (12). The proof of (13) is analogous to that of (12),
and thus is skipped. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.2.1. Theorem 2.2.1 also implies that D.MI / is the same as D. OMI/.
Indeed, for the above result, we note that OMI D MTI since Nl D NTl and Nij D NTji
(l D 0; 1; : : : ; q and i; j D 1; : : : ; q), which obviously leads to D. OMI/ D D.MI /.
Next, we move on to the robust C-controllability analysis. For system (1)–(3), we
construct the following matrix:
MC D
266666666666666664
P1P
−1
0 −P11 P1P−10 −P12    P1P−10 −P1q
P−10 0 P
−1
0 0    P−10 0
P2P
−1
0 −P21 P2P−10 −P22    P2P−10 −P2q
P−10 0 P
−1
0 0    P−10 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
PqP
−1
0 −Pq1 PqP−10 −Pq2    PqP−10 −Pqq
P−10 0 P
−1
0 0    P−10 0
377777777777777775
2 R2qn22qn2;
(17)
where
P0 D R0RT0 ; Pi D RiRT0 C R0RTi ; Pij D RiRTj 2 Rn
2n2 ;
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R0 D
26666664
A0 B0
E A0 B0
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : : A0 B0
E B0
37777775 2 R
n2n.nCm−1/;
Ri D
26666664
Ai Bi
0 Ai Bi
: : :
: : :
: : :
: : : Ai Bi
0 Bi
37777775 2 R
n2n.nCm−1/;
i; j D 1; 2; : : : ; q: (18)
Then, we have the following result for the robust C-controllability.
Theorem 2.2.2. Suppose .E;A0; B0/ is C-controllable. Then system (1)–(3) is
C-controllable for all ji j 6  if and only if
 < −1DC.MC/; (19)
where DC D diagf1I2n2; 2I2n2; : : : ; qI2n2g 2 R2qn22qn2 .
Proof. By using Lemma 2.1.4 (ii), system (1)–(3) is C-controllable for all ji j 6 
if and only if
rank
 
R0 C
qX
iD1
iRi
!
D n2 8ji j 6 ;
() rank
24 R0 C qX
iD1
iRi
! 
R0 C
qX
iD1
iRi
!T35 D n2 8ji j 6 ;
() rank
0@P0 C qX
iD1
iPi C
qX
i;jD1
ijPij
1A D n2 8ji j 6 :
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.1, and is hence omitted. 
Similar to I-controllability, the result in [18] can also be used to determine C-
controllability, which gives the maximum bound in terms of for keeping the nonsin-
gularity of the uncertainty matrix with quadratically coupled parameters. But, again,
this involves quite large dimensional matrix computations (of dimension .q C 1/qn2
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.qC1/qn2). Our result in Theorem 2.2.2 reduces this dimension to a much smaller
value of 2qn2  2qn2.
Remark 2.2.2. Due to the relationships between each observability and its corres-
ponding controllability, the results for robust I-observability and C-observability are
straightforward.
Remark 2.2.3. It is known that for a given descriptor system, the controllability
conditions can ensure that some state feedback gain K renders the resulting closed-
loop system regular. However, it is easy to check that in some cases the bound for
maintaining the controllability cannot guarantee the robust regularity. Consider the
simple example .E;AC A1; B/ with
E D

1 0
0 0

; A D

0 1
1 0

; A1 D

0 0
1 0

; B D

0
1

:
We check that the nominal system is regular and C-controllable, and the uncertain
system is C-controllable for all  2 R. However, the regularity is destroyed when
 D −1.
For system (1)–(3), if the robust regularity is required in order to keep the ex-
istence and uniqueness of system solutions, then the result for robust regularity can
also be obtained in a similar way by using Lemma 2.1.1. We formulate the result for
robust regularity as follows. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.1 and hence
omitted.
Proposition 2.2.1. Suppose .E;A0/ is regular. Then system (1)–(3) is regular for
all ji j 6  if and only if
 < −1Dreg.Mreg/; (20)
where
DregDdiagf1I2n2 ; 2I2n2 ; : : : ; qI2n2g 2 R2qn
22qn2 ;
MregD
2666666666666664
U1U
−1
0 −U11 U1U−10 −U12    U1U−10 −U1q
U−10 0 U
−1
0 0    U−10 0
U2U
−1
0 −U21 U2U−10 −U22    U2U−10 −U2q
U−10 0 U
−1
0 0    U−10 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
UqU
−1
0 −Uq1 UqU−10 −Uq2    UqU−10 −Uqq
U−10 0 U
−1
0 0    U−10 0
3777777777777775
2 R2qn22qn2
(21)
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with
U0 D V0V T0 ; Ui D ViV T0 C V0V Ti ; Uij D ViV Tj 2 Rn
2n2 ;
V0 D
26666664
E A0
E A0
: : :
: : :
: : : A0
E A0
37777775 2 R
n2n.nC1/;
Vi D
2640 Ai: : : : : :
0 Ai
375 2 Rn2n.nC1/
f or i; j D 1; 2; : : : ; q: (22)
Remark 2.2.4. It is not hard to notice that our method can deal with the robust
regularity and the robust C-controllability for descriptor systems with matrix E also
being of the perturbed form as those ofA, B and C. For this case, similar results can
be obtained by using Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.4.
3. Robust closed-loop stability
If a given system is I-controllable and I-observable, then an output feedback law
can be constructed to eliminate impulse modes. Moreover, if it is also R-controllable
and R-observable, then its eigenvalues can be assigned arbitrarily by output feedback
(see [5]). For system (1)–(4), its closed-loop system under a static output feedback
u.t/ D Ky.t/ (23)
is as follows
E Px.t/ D
0@ NA0 C qX
iD1
i NAi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
1A x.t/; (24)
where
NA0 D A0 C B0KC0; NAi D Ai C BiKC0 C B0KCi; NAij D BiKCj ;
i; j D 1; : : : ; q: (25)
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In this section, the problem under study is as follows. Suppose that a static out-
put feedback matrix K renders the nominal closed-loop system .E;A0 C B0KC0/
regular, impulse-free and stable. Find the maximum scalar  such that the uncertain
closed-loop system (24) remains regular, impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6 .
So, in the sequel, we will concentrate on the analysis of system (24).
3.1. Result by using a sweeping parameter
The following well-known lemma is useful for concerning impulse-free robust-
ness.
Lemma 3.1.1. The pair .E;A/ is impulse-free if and only if
rank.LEASE/ D n− r; (26)
where r D rank E, and LE 2 R.n−r/n and SE 2 Rn.n−r/ are the maximum left
and right annihilator matrices of E, respectively, which satisfy
LEE D 0 and rank LE C rank E D n;
ESE D 0 and rank SE C rank E D n:
It should be noted that the choice of LE and SE may not be unique, but this will
not make any difference to our results.
From now on, for later convenience, we define f VFnn −!F2qn2qn as
f .Z/,f .Z0; Zi; Zij ; i; j D 1; : : : ; q/;
,
2666666666666664
Z1Z
−1
0 −Z11 Z1Z−10 −Z12    Z1Z−10 −Z1q
Z−10 0 Z
−1
0 0    Z−10 0
Z2Z
−1
0 −Z21 Z2Z−10 −Z22    Z2Z−10 −Z2q
Z−10 0 Z
−1
0 0    Z−10 0
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
ZqZ
−1
0 −Zq1 ZqZ−10 −Zq2    ZqZ−10 −Zqq
Z−10 0 Z
−1
0 0    Z−10 0
3777777777777775
2F2qn2qn;
(27)
where F is either real R or complex C, Z0 2 Fnn is invertible and Zi , Zij 2
Fnn.
Theorem 3.1.1. Suppose that .E; NA0/ is impulse-free. Then (24) is impulse-free for
all ji j 6  if and only if
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 < −1DIF .f .F //; (28)
where
DIF D diagf1I2.n−r/; 2I2.n−r/; : : : ; qI2.n−r/g 2 R2q.n−r/2q.n−r/;
r D rank E
and
F0 D LE NA0SE; Fi D LE NAiSE; Fij D LE NAij SE 2F.n−r/.n−r/;
i; j D 1; : : : ; q:
Proof. Since .E; NA0/ is impulse-free, we see from Lemma 3.1.1 that F−10 is defined.
Then, by using Lemma 3.1.1 again, (24) is impulse-free for all ji j 6  if and only
if
det
0@LE
0@ NA0 C qX
iD1
i NAi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
1A SE
1A 6D 0
for all ji j 6 , or
det
0@F0 C qX
iD1
iFi C
qX
i;jD1
ijFij
1A 6D 0
for all ji j 6 . The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.1. 
For keeping robust impulse-free and stable property, the following lemma is re-
quired. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.2 of [12], hence omitted here.
Lemma 3.1.2. Suppose that .E; NA0/ is impulse-free and stable, and (24) is impulse-
free for all ji j 6 . Then (24) is impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6  if and only
if
det
0@j!E − NA0 − qX
iD1
i NAi −
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
1A 6D 0; (29)
for all ji j 6  and for all ! > 0.
Using the above Lemma 3.1.2, we give the following result without proof.
Theorem 3.1.2. Suppose that .E; NA0/ is impulse-free and stable. Then (24) is
impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6  if and only if
 < min

−1DIF .f .F //; inf!>0
−1DS .f .G.!///
}
; (30)
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where
DS D diagf1I2n; 2I2n; : : : ; qI2ng 2 R2qn2qn; r D rank E
and
G0.!/Dj!E − NA0; Gi.!/ D − NAi; Gij .!/ D − NAij 2Fnn;
i; jD1; : : : ; q:
We notice that there is a sweeping parameter ! in Theorem 3.1.2, which brings
much difficulty to the computation of  using the existing MATLAB tools. In the
following section, we develop another way to eliminate the sweeping parameter.
3.2. Result without the sweeping parameter
We first present a basic lemma for the development.
Lemma 3.2.1. Suppose that .E; NA0/ is impulse-free and stable. Then system (24) is
regular, impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6  if and only if
rank
 
E ⊗
 
NA0 C
qX
iD1
i NAi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
1A
C
0@ NA0 C qX
iD1
i NAi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
1A⊗ E
1A D 2nr − r2 (31)
holds for all ji j 6 .
Proof. See the Appendix for its proof. 
To proceed, let the two nonsingular matrices T1 and T2 render
T1ET2 D

Ir 0
0 0

; T1 NAlT2 D
"
A
.1/
l A
.2/
l
A
.3/
l A
.4/
l
#
; l D 0; 1; : : : ; q;
T1 NAij T2 D
"
A
.1/
ij A
.2/
ij
A
.3/
ij A
.4/
ij
#
; i; j D 1; : : : ; q (32)
and define
Hk D A.k/0 C
qX
iD1
iA
.k/
i C
qX
i;jD1
ijA
.k/
ij ; k D 1; 2; 3; 4; i; j D 1; : : : ; q:
(33)
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Let A./ D NA0 CPqiD1 i NAi CPqi;jD1 ij NAij . By appropriate exchanges of
matrix rows and columns, we arrive at
rank.E ⊗ A./C A./⊗ E/
D rank..T1ET2/⊗ .T1A./T2/C .T1A./T2/⊗ .T1ET2//
D rank
2664
H1 ⊗ Ir C Ir ⊗H1 Ir ⊗H2 H2 ⊗ Ir 0
Ir ⊗H3 Ir ⊗H4 0 0
H3 ⊗ Ir 0 H4 ⊗ Ir 0
0 0 0 0
3775 : (34)
Note that the above equations hold for the ranks only. However, the corresponding
matrices may not be equal. Denote by NH the nonzero matrix in the upper left block.
Then,
NH D NH0 C
qX
iD1
i NHi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NHij 2 R.2nr−r2/.2nr−r2/; (35)
where NH0, NHi and NHij 2 R.2nr−r2/.2nr−r2/ are as follows:
NHlD
264A
.1/
l ⊗ Ir C Ir ⊗A.1/l Ir ⊗ A.2/l A.2/l ⊗ Ir
Ir ⊗ A.3/l Ir ⊗ A.4/l 0
A
.3/
l ⊗ Ir 0 A.4/l ⊗ Ir
375 ; l D 0; 1; : : : ; q;
NHij D
264A
.1/
ij ⊗ Ir C Ir ⊗A.1/ij Ir ⊗ A.2/ij A.2/ij ⊗ Ir
Ir ⊗ A.3/ij Ir ⊗ A.4/ij 0
A
.3/
ij ⊗ Ir 0 A.4/ij ⊗ Ir
375 ; i; j D 1; : : : ; q:
(36)
Now, we are in a position to give our main result concerning the maximum  for
keeping the system (24) regular, impulse-free and stable.
Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose that .E; NA0/ is impulse-free and stable. Then (24) is reg-
ular, impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6  if and only if
 < −1DS .f . NH//; (37)
where NH0, NHi and NHij are given by (36), and
DS D diagf1I2.2nr−r2/; : : : ; qI2.2nr−r2/g 2 R2q.2nr−r
2/2q.2nr−r2/:
Proof. The proof can be followed by Lemma 3.2.1 and the above analysis, using a
similar process to that of Theorem 2.2.1. 
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Remark 3.2.1. Comparing Theorem 3.1.2 with Theorem 3.2.1, we see that the di-
mension in Theorem 3.1.2 is lower but a sweeping parameter is involved, and the
dimension in Theorem 3.2.1 is larger but no sweeping parameter is involved.
Remark 3.2.2. As a special case when q D 1 (or i D 1), let
M ,
− NH1 NH−10 I
− NH11 NH−10 0

:
Then, NH is invertible iff .I − 1M/ is invertible, i.e., there are only a finite
number of 1 which render (24) not regular, impulse-free and stable, which are
the reciprocals of all non-zero real eigenvalues of M . Furthermore, if B0 and C0
are not subject to perturbations and only the autonomous system of the system (1)–
(4) is considered, then the maximum interval of  for keeping the system regular,
impulse-free and stable is .1=−min.− NH1 NH−10 /; 1=Cmax.− NH1 NH−10 //, where −min.M/
and Cmax.M/ denote the smallest negative real eigenvalue and the largest positive
real eigenvalue of M , respectively. However, in Theorem 1 in [11], the maximum
interval of  for keeping the system regular, impulse-free and stable is
1=−min

− NH1 NH−10

; 1=Cmax

− NH1 NH−10
\
1=−min

−A.4/1

A
.4/
0
−1
;
1=Cmax

−A.4/1

A
.4/
0
−1
:
So, our result simplifies this intersection of two intervals to the first interval only,
hence providing a simpler result.
4. An illustrative example
Although approximating the structured singular values in our formulas using the
MATLAB  Toolbox [2] may result in conservative bounds, it does provide us a tool
to get approximate values. In the following, we consider a numerical example to
illustrate the use of the presented methods. Given a system of the form (1)–(4) with
ED
241 0 00 1 0
0 −1 0
35 ; A0 D
24−3 1 0−2 1 2
2 −1 −2
35 ; A1 D
240 1 00 0 0
1 0 0
35 ;
A2D
240 0 11 0 −1
0 0 1
35 ; B0 D
2401
1
35 ; B1 D
2410
0
35 ; B2 D
2410
1
35 ;
C0D

1 0 0
0 0 1

; C1 D

0 0 0
1 0 1

; C2 D

0 1 0
0 0 0

:
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It is easy to see that the nominal system .E;A0/ is not regular and not impulse-
free. Choose LE D T0 1 1U and SE D T0 0 1UT. We check that rank M0 D
rankTA0SEE B0U D 3, which means .E;A0; B0/ is I-controllable. Next we compute
the allowable  using the formula in Theorem 2.2.1 for keeping robust I-controlla-
bility.
We calculate that the upper and lower bounds of D.MI / are 0:7101 and 0:6325,
respectively, where D D diagf1I6; 2I6g. So, adopting the upper one, we get that
if  < −1D .MI / D 1:4083, then the given uncertain system is I-controllable for allji j 6  (i D 1; 2).
Now, we further check that the nominal system .E;A0; B0; C0/ is also I-obser-
vable, R-controllable and R-observable. Thus, there is an output feedback matrix
K 2 R12 such that .E;A0CB0KC0/ is regular, impulse-free and stable. Specially,
with K D T−3 − 2U, the system .E;A0 C B0KC0/ is impulse-free and has stable
eigenvalues−1j . Next we compute the allowable  using the formulas in Theorem
3.1.2 and Theorem 3.2.1 for keeping regular, impulse-free and stable property of the
uncertain closed-loop system under such a K .
We calculate that the upper and lower bounds of DIF .f .F // are 1.0242 and
1.0000, respectively, where DIF D diagf1I2; 2I2g. So, adopting the upper one,
we have that if  < −1DIF .f .F // D 0:9764, then the closed-loop uncertain system
under this K is impulse-free for all ji j 6  (i D 1; 2).
Letting
T1 D
2641 0 00 1 0
0 1 1
375
and T2 D I3, which renders
T1ET2 D
2641 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
375 ;
we compute that the upper and lower bounds of DS .f . NH// are 6.2835 and 6.2729,
respectively, where DS D diagf1I16; 2I16g. Then the closed-loop uncertain system
under this K is regular, impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6  (i D 1; 2) if  <
0:1591.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the robust controllability and closed-loop stability under
a preset output feedback for linear continuous-time descriptor systems with struc-
tured perturbations. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained using  ana-
lysis and Kronecker product.
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Appendix A.
Proof of Lemma 3.2.1. The necessity follows immediately from Lemma 1 of [15]
with a little modification. For sufficiency, we prove by contradiction. Suppose that
system (24) is not regular, impulse-free and stable for all ji j 6 . Denote
A./ ,
8<:A D NA0 C
qX
iD1
i NAi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
 i 2 R; ji j 6 
9=; :
Then there are three cases:
Case 1. There exists A.0/ 2 A./ such that .E;A.0// is not regular. For this
case, it is obvious that A.0/ is not invertible. Let two nonsingular matrices T1 and
T2 render
T1ET2 D

Ir 0
0 0

; T1A.0/T2 D

A1.0/ A2.0/
A3.0/ A4.0/

(A.1)
and
A1.0/D
264a
.1/
11    a.1/1r
:::
:::
a
.1/
r1    a.1/rr
375 ; A2.0/ D
2664
a
.2/
11    a.2/1;n−r
:::
:::
a
.2/
r1    a.2/r;n−1
3775 ;
A3.0/D
2664
a
.3/
11    a.3/1r
:::
:::
a
.3/
n−r;1    a.3/n−r;r
3775 ; A4.0/ D
2664
a
.4/
11    a.4/1;n−r
:::
:::
a
.4/
n−r;1    a.4/n−r;n−r
3775 :
Due to the singularity of A.0/, without loss of generality, we assume that the last
row of T1A.0/T2 in (A.1) can be expressed as the linear combination of other rows,
i.e., there are .n− 1/ real scalars γ1; : : : ; γr , 1; : : : ; n−r−1 such that
−
h
a
.3/
n−r;1    a.3/n−r;r a.4/n−r;1    a.4/n−r;n−r
i
D γ1
h
a
.1/
11    a.1/1r a.2/11    a.2/1;n−r
i
C    C γr
h
a
.1/
r1    a.1/rr a.2/r1    a.2/r;n−r
i
C 1
h
a
.3/
11    a.3/1r a.4/11    a.4/1;n−r
i
C   
C n−r−1
h
a
.3/
n−r−1;1    a.3/n−r−1;r a.4/n−r−1;1    a.4/n−r−1;n−r
i
:
By appropriate exchanges of matrix rows and columns, we have the following
rank equalities
rank.E ⊗ A.0/C A.0/⊗ E/
D rank..T1ET2/⊗ .T1A.0/T2/C .T1A.0/T2/⊗ .T1ET2//
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D rank
2664
A1.0/⊗ Ir C Ir ⊗ A1.0/ Ir ⊗ A2.0/ A2.0/⊗ Ir 0
Ir ⊗A3.0/ Ir ⊗ A4.0/ 0 0
A3.0/⊗ Ir 0 A4.0/⊗ Ir 0
0 0 0 0
3775
D rank26666666666666666666664
A1.0/C a.1/11 Ir a.1/12 Ir    a.1/1r Ir A2.0/ 0    0 a.2/11 Ir    a.2/1;n−r Ir
a
.1/
21 Ir A1.0/C a
.1/
22 Ir    a
.1/
2r Ir 0 A2.0/    0 a
.2/
21 Ir    a
.2/
2;n−r Ir
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
a
.1/
r1 Ir a
.1/
r2 Ir    A1.0/C a
.1/
rr Ir 0 0    A2.0/ a.2/r1 Ir    a
.2/
r;n−r Ir
A3.0/ 0    0 A4.0/ 0    0 0    0
0 A3.0/    0 0 A4.0/    0 0    0
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
0 0    A3.0/ 0 0    A4.0/ 0    0
a
.3/
11 Ir a
.3/
12 Ir    a
.3/
1r Ir 0 0    0 a
.4/
11 Ir    a
.4/
1;n−r Ir
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
a
.3/
n−r;1Ir a
.3/
n−r;2Ir    a.3/n−r;r Ir 0 0    0 a.4/n−r;1Ir    a.4/n−r;n−r Ir
37777777777777777777775
:
Note that the above ranks are equal, but their matrices may not be equal. We see
that there are rC rC .n− r/ D nC r “block rows” in the last matrix. Multiply block
row 1; : : : ; r , 2rC1; : : : ; nC r −1 by γ1; : : : ; γr , 1; : : : ; n−r−1, respectively, and
add them to the last block row; multiply block row rC1; : : : ; 2r−1 by γ1; : : : ; γr−1,
respectively, and add them to the block row 2r which is multiplied by γr . Thus, we
obtain that the above rank is equal to the rank of matrix
26666666666666666666666666666666664
A1.0/C a.1/11 Ir a
.1/
12 Ir    a
.1/
1r Ir A2.0/ 0    0 a
.2/
11 Ir    a
.2/
1;n−r Ir
a
.1/
21 Ir A1.0/C a
.1/
22 Ir    a
.1/
2r Ir 0 A2.0/    0 a
.2/
21 Ir    a
.2/
2;n−r Ir
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
a
.1/
r1 Ir a
.1/
r2 Ir    A1.0/C a
.1/
rr Ir 0 0    A2.0/ a.2/r1 Ir    a
.2/
r;n−r Ir
A3.0/ 0    0 A4.0/ 0    0 0    0
0 A3.0/    0 0 A4.0/    0 0    0
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
γ1A3.0/ γ2A3.0/    γrA3.0/ γ1A4.0/ γ2A4.0/    γrA4.0/ 0    0
a
.3/
11 Ir a
.3/
12 Ir    a
.3/
1r Ir 0 0    0 a
.4/
11 Ir    a
.4/
1;n−r Ir
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
γ1A1.0/ γ2A1.0/    γrA1.0/ γ1A2.0/ γ2A2.0/    γrA2.0/ 0    0
37777777777777777777777777777777775
:
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Since T1A.0/T2 in (A.1) is not invertible, it is easy to show that"
γ1A3.0/ γ2A3.0/    γrA3.0/ γ1A4.0/ γ2A4.0/    γrA4.0/
γ1A1.0/ γ2A1.0/    γrA1.0/ γ1A2.0/ γ2A2.0/    γrA2.0/
#
is not of full row rank. Hence, rank.E ⊗A.0/CA.0/⊗E/ < 2nr − r2. This is a
contradiction.
Case 2. System (24) is regular for all A 2 A./, but for some A.0/ 2 A./,
the pair .E;A.0// is not impulse-free. In this situation, let two nonsingular matrices
T1 and T2 transform .E;A.0// to the following Weierstrass decomposition
T1ET2 D

I1 0
0 N

; T1A.0/T2 D

A1.0/ 0
0 I2

; (A.2)
where N 6D 0 is nilpotent. Let
A1.0/D
264a11    a1r1::: :::
ar11    ar1r1
375 2 Rr1r1;
ND
264n11    n1r2::: :::
nr21    nr2r2
375 2 Rr2r2 : (A.3)
Then we have r1 C r2 D n, rank N D r − r1 > 0. So
rank.E ⊗ A.0/C A.0/⊗ E/
D rank..T1ET2/⊗ .T1A.0/T2/C .T1A.0/T2/⊗ .T1ET2//
D rank
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
26666666666666664

A1.0/ 0
0 I2

: : : 
A1.0/ 0
0 I2

n11

A1.0/ 0
0 I2

   n1r2

A1.0/ 0
0 I2

:
:
:
: : :
:
:
:
nr21

A1.0/ 0
0 I2

   nr2r2

A1.0/ 0
0 I2

37777777777777775
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C
266666666666664
a11

I1 0
0 N

   a1r1

I1 0
0 N

:
:
:
:
:
:
ar11

I1 0
0 N

   ar1r1

I1 0
0 N


I1 0
0 N

: : : 
I1 0
0 N

377777777777775
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
D rank
"
I1 ⊗ A1.0/C A1.0/⊗ I1 0 0 0
0 I1 ⊗ I2 C A1.0/⊗ N 0 0
0 0 N ⊗A1.0/C I2 ⊗ I1 0
0 0 0 N ⊗ I2 C I2 ⊗N
#
6 r21 C r1r2 C r1r2 C rank.N ⊗ I2 C I2 ⊗N/:
Next we show that rank.N ⊗ I2 C I2 ⊗N/ < 2r2.r − r1/− .r − r1/2.
Indeed, for J D diagfJ1; : : : ; Jt g 2 Rnn with rank J D  > 1 and each Ji
being a Jordan block, we have rank.J ⊗ In C In ⊗ J / < 2n − 2. To prove this,
without loss of generality, assume that J contains only one Jordan block (for the case
of more than one Jordan block, the proof is similar), i.e., rank J D  D n − 1 > 1.
Then
rank.J ⊗ In C In ⊗ J /Drank
266664
J In
: : :
: : :
: : : In
J
377775
Dn.n− 1/
<n2 − 1 (since n > 2)
D2n − 2:
This completes the proof of the above fact.
So far, we can get
rank.E ⊗ A.0/C A.0/⊗ E/6r21 C r1r2 C r1r2 C rank.N ⊗ I2 C I2 ⊗N/
<r21 C 2r1r2 C 2r2.r − r1/− .r − r1/2
D2nr − r2:
Hence, this is also a contradiction.
Case 3. System (24) is impulse-free (thus regular) for allA 2A./, but for some
A.0/ 2A./, the pair .E;A.0// is not stable. By assumption, (24) is impulse-free
for all ji j 6 . Hence the roots of
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det
0@sE −
0@ NA0 C qX
iD1
i NAi C
qX
i;jD1
ij NAij
1A1A
are continous with respect to i . Noting that .E; NA0/ is impulse-free and stable,
there must exist some i ’s satisfying ji j 6 , or say A D NA0 C
Pq
iD1 i NAi CPq
i;jD1 i j NAij , such that .E;A/ has imaginary eigenvalues, say j . Now, let
two nonsingular matrices T1 and T2 render
T1ET2 D

Ir 0
0 0

; T1AT2 D

Ar 0
0 In−r

(A.4)
withj being eigenvalues ofAr . Thus, 0 is an eigenvalue of Ar Ar D Ar ⊗ Ir C
Ir ⊗ Ar , i.e.,
rank.Ar  Ar/ < r2: (A.5)
It is not hard to check that
rank.E ⊗ A C A ⊗E/
D rank ..T1 ⊗ T1/.E ⊗ A C A ⊗E/.T2 ⊗ T2//
D rank..T1ET2/⊗ .T1AT2/C .T1AT2/⊗ .T1ET2//
D rank
24Ar ⊗ Ir C Ir ⊗ Ar 0 00 I2nr−2r2 0
0 0 0
35
< r2 C .2nr − 2r2/ D 2nr − r2 (A.6)
which is a contradiction again.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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